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John Hall
As was planned by Area Meeting,
after a year in the chair, this is my
last edition as editor. It is a bumper edition as large as any we have
had over the past year. For this,
thank you. Without your contributions we would have no Newsletter. However, for the February
edition, there being no edition in
Januarys, we are without an editor.
A Friend has shown an interest in
doing it but for the moment has
other commitments, so we are
looking for someone to take over
as editor for the short term. John
Kay has very kindly offered to
print whatever he is sent, but he
needs editorial support. Are you
willing to take on this service for
the Meeting? Please get in touch
with
Jenny
Kay
(jjk@millrind.co.uk) if you think
you might be able to help for a
short time.
This month’s edition contains
quite a few challenges for us all,
Friends and Attenders in our Area
Meeting. Do we know why our
Society has so few members from
the Black, Asian and minority ethnic (BAME) communities, which

2-4th October 2020
Robert Parkes
Open to new light
This was the second time we
had met remotely by Zoom, on
this occasion several sessions
spread over a weekend. We are
discovering that online we can
meet quite successfully in worship and conduct business in
the Quaker way, in right ordering. Indeed, one Friend
quipped we seem to have better

include Roma and Irish travellers?
And what should our Society’s
role be in combatting the disadvantages BAME people suffer now?
From two articles in this edition,
it is clear we have a major problem
filling jobs in our Area Meeting.
This used not to be a problem in
the past so why now? Is the answer to merge our Area Meeting
with others?
Other tasks highlighted in this
edition are new ways to give to
charity; responding to the Government on the place of faith in society; and seeking ideas for Area
Meetings during the coming year.
On top of which, there is an important international job for someone.
Could that be you?
Finally, I was particularly taken
with the personal testimony to being a conscientious objector. Are
the current opportunities presented to us in this final edition of
2020 as challenging as that was?
Your editorial team wishes you
a peaceful and joyous Christmas
whatever difficulties Covid-19
presents, and every hope for a better 2021 than 2020.

discipline than when meeting
physically! That said, any sense
of smugness at our new found
tech savvy was quickly dispelled by a compelling agenda
covering some of the key issues
facing the Society in the years
to come.
As I scrolled across the 100 or
so F/friendly faces attending it
was strikingly obvious just how
the Society, in the UK at least,
remains overwhelmingly and
conspicuously white. No small
wonder that the session on responding to racism was there
to challenge us. We were invit-

ed to spend time in small
groups (works surprisingly
well online) reflecting on the
following:
The mistreatment George
Floyd faced, resulting in his
death, was because of his race,
class, and gender. What can we
in the UK learn from his death
and how should we respond?
How can we best acknowledge and help heal the wounds
of the transatlantic slave trade?
Quakers participated in this
trade of empire and continue to

enjoy its benefits as part of
the wealth of the UK today.

slaves – alongside all the good
things that they did. Other
How should we continue Quaker families were imour discernment, and how mersed for many years in the
can we welcome and be led arms trade. Is it enough to say
by the voices and experiences it was all a long time ago, the
of BAME people when our Society has through its acSociety is predominantly tions, since made amends, so
it does not matter? Or,
white?
should we recognise these failWe found these questions
ings and so avoid repeating
discomfiting, as they were
them? How do we take the
probably meant to be. They
first steps? How long will we
served to prompt more. BYM
feel the need to continue with
Trustees had pointed out earthe term “overseer”? One
lier that (UK) Quakers have
Friend suggested that as we
done little work on anti-racare meeting online so much
ism for several decades. Why
why not embrace the technolshould this be? Have we restogy further to join up in wored too long on our laurels?
ship with Friends in, say,
Have we fallen into the trap
Africa.
of virtue signalling over acIn another session on our
tion? Shockingly, we heard of
African Friends visiting the commitment to sustainability
UK who felt they received a we were reminded that stewfriendlier welcome in a CoE ardship of the Earth has been
church than in a Quaker Meet- part of the Quaker journey
ing. A Friend said they could almost from the beginning
see growing diversity within (John Woolman, Benjamin
other faiths so wondered why Lay et al). Friends across the
Quakers seemed to be lagging Society are working hard to
behind. One Friend reminded help us become a low-carbon,
community.
us of Mathew 7:5 – “first cast sustainable
out the beam out of thine own There is much to celebrate.
eye; and then shalt thou see And yet. And yet. Can we
clearly to cast out the mote out truthfully say it is part of our
of thy brother's eye”. Another testimony, or a bolt-on extra?
Friend reckoned we still have To help us on our journey
a mountain to climb in terms Maud Grainger introduced us
to a Woodbrooke led Spirituof diversity.
al Nurture and Learning
We had no easy answers, but
Project aimed at strengthenit was clear that Friends wish
ing the spiritual underpinning
to continue exploring – and
of our response to the climate
acting – on the issue. Where
crisis. This will run for 5
should we start? Should we
years providing study materibegin by acknowledging
als, courses, workshops, and
some inconvenient truths
retreats; giving advice guidabout our own Quaker histoance and support; and buildry that is not quite as squeaky
ing community to strengthen
clean as we sometimes like to
our individual and corporate
think? For example, there
responses. It is designed to
were early Friends, such as
complement the outward-facWilliam Penn, who owned
ing work of QPSW which is

focussed on political and systemic change. Some of these
courses have already appearing on the Woodbrooke website.
Unsettling sessions would
not be complete without an
update from Trustees on our
finances and how the Society
is coming to terms with the
reality of post Covid world.
Staff in Friends House have
worked incredibly hard in
these straightened times to
“keep the show on the road”.
In “normal” years we would
have relied heavily on the
Quiet Company (that runs
Friends House and Swarthmoor Hall) to be the big money earner that underpins
BYM’s income. But with almost no lettings or hospitality this year we are having to
draw down significantly on
reserves. This includes a £1.5
m loan to the Quiet Company to keep it afloat. Sadly, redundancies were on the cards
[31 Friends House staff have
since opted to take voluntary
redundancy]
We are having to cut our
coat according to our cloth.
This is not only about the
money but also about having
enough people to do the work.
This is one of the key drivers
behind QPSW’s new strategy
- a focus on fewer distinct areas to be more effective: peace
& peace building, sustainability, and climate justice; all of
which are interconnected.
There are other “downsizing”
questions issues to face. Is the
national charity now too big,
and too complicated, for a
faith group the size of Quakers in Britain, especially given
the relative few Friends who
are able and willing to serve?

Is the multiple AM charities
model sustainable? And, the
oft repeated refrain, are too
many Friends serving the
buildings rather than the
buildings serving Friends?

to other work under the au- resources/quaker-faith-andthority of Quaker Life practice/revising-quakerCentral Committee. There faith-practice
will be a timetable for transfer. An experimental online “virFinally, we heard an update tual BYM” is being proposed,
from the Book of Discipline probably for a couple of
Two years ago Yearly Meet- revision group. As well as con- hours on Sunday 15th Noveming had asked MfS to review tent a big question is how the ber.
More
details
at
the Quaker Stewardship Com- revision will sit within a fu- https://www.quaker.org.uk/
mittee (QSC) The report of ture world of communication, ym
the review group came before given that it is moving at such
As usual, a full report of the
us. Its main recommendation a pace, in large measure driv- meeting and papers can be
that QSC be laid down with en by new technology. found on the dedicated MfS
effect from Yearly Meeting Friends can engage with the pages on the Quaker.org web2022 was accepted. Its current process
by
going
to site. MfS also gets widely refunctions will be absorbed in- https://www.quaker.org.uk/ ported in The Friend
Yearly Meeting to gather togeth- How is your Quaker commuer to talk to each other about nity surviving and thriving in
what is going on for them right these times?
now and what is important for
The aim is to get to know each
The Quaker World Relations them as Quakers.
other and to learn more about
Committee of Britain Yearly
This will be a 75-minute live what Quakers are doing in the
Meeting works to make connec- session on Zoom with worship world in an informal way. We
tions between British Quakers at the beginning and end at hope it will foster a deeper unand those in other parts of the 10.30 am London time on 5 De- derstanding and a sense of a gloworld. In 2020 we had hoped cember 2020. Most of the time bal community.
to focus on building connec- will be spent in two rounds of
Register
at:
tions between Quakers in Brit- small group conversations with
https://us02web.zoom.us/mee
ain and Africa.
the guiding questions:
ting/register/tZwufuGprj0qHt
We would therefore like to in- What is important in your life KWB52f-BMDxuB2SJkIy11N
vite Friends from FWCC Afri- right now?
ca Section and from Britain
John Hall’s photographs of his Bird Table and its clients

I have chosen Asylum Justice
because the work I did preparAnn Kurra
ing my last newsletter article
United Kingdom charities for the Sanctuary Everywhere
have received £4,621,862.95 2020 Appeal. This showed me
from Smile Amazon.
that many asylum seekers are
If you sign up with Smile Am- getting sent back because they
azon then Amazon donates do not know about or are unasome of its money to a charity ble to afford legal help. Imagof your choice. I chose Asylum ine that after a treacherous
Justice – see their mission:
journey to simply get here!
The object of the charity is to
Asylum Justice has received
provide legal advice, assistance £41.73 as of August 2020.
and representation to persons When I saw £41.73 I thought
including but not limited to asy- that’s not much out of a total
lum seekers and refugees who of over £4.6 million, maybe I
by reason of their inadequate can persuade some of you to
means are unable to obtain such help. I have personally contribadvice and representation from uted just £1.58 via Smile Amatheir own resources and who, zon, because I keep forgetting
in particular but not exclusively, to begin my purchases through
have at any stage raised argu- the Smile Amazon site:
ments under the 1951 United https://smile.amazon.co.uk
Nations refugee convention or
With lockdowns and shielding
the European Convention of many of us are buying more onHuman Rights or the Human line due to Covid 19 restricRights Act 1998 to the secre- tions.
Food, clothing,
tary of state.
household items, medication –

in fact anything you buy
through Smile Amazon will
qualify towards charity contributions.
If you have a newish android
phone you can change your
phone settings on your app to
automatically make contributions through Smile Amazon,
this is something I will try
when I get a new phone. I presume you can do something
similar if you have an iPhone.
In the meantime I will put a
sticker on my phone to help me
remember to go to the smile
site first!
There are many charities to
choose from but if you sign up
then we can all make a difference and increase the overall
amount Amazon gives to charity through Smile Amazon. We
can also influence who gets the
money. Please consider Asylum Justice.

Christmas, 2020

Thank you.

Seeking truth in daily giving,
Through our joy in silentness.

Worker, helper, friend and carer,
After John Sheldon, rephrased, Make your offering.
Julia Usher
Writer, painter, music maker,
Work from God, eternal spring- All your treasures bring;
ing
When we tire or lose our fire,
Fill our minds, we pray;
Help us find new ways;
And in all our aspirations
Keep us open to a lightness
Give integrity.
Leading all our days.
May the flame within us building
Kindle learning, day by day.
In our worship, and our living
Keep us striving for the best;

No 108, Quaker Song Book

bow coloured halo effect around
the moon, blue on the inner circle
David Lawrence
and some red showing further
On page 1 is a photo of the Blue out although not as clear in the
Moon taken on the 31st October, photograph as seen through the
Halloween. What made it ‘special’ naked eye.
this year was that it fell
on Halloween; that
happens only once or
twice in a lifetime.
The term Blue moon
refers to the fact that it
was the second full
moon in a month and
is nothing to do with
the colour, although
there is definitely a
blue tinge to it. The reason for that is that the
evening was very misty
and there was a rain-

A little boy opened the big and
old family Bible with fascination,
looking at the old pages as he
turned them.
Then something fell out of the
Bible and he picked it up and
looked at it closely. It was an old
leaf from a tree that has been
pressed in between the pages.
“Momma, look what I found,”
the boy called out.
“What have you got there, dear?”
his mother asked. With astonishment in the young boy’s voice
he answered,
“It’s Adam’s suit!”

one’s conditions of registration
One slightly sad memory reFrom CO’S REMINISCENCES “with reasonable cause” and to mains with me, in that not all
be re—registered under the al- pacifists were treated with
To some of the post war gen- tered circumstances.
equal understanding by the trieration it may not be fully realI had not at first felt too hap- bunals. As Friends we did not
ised that 45 years ago there
want to appear to deserve autowere real and practical alterna- py about the ambulance side of matic sympathy: but there were
the FAU feeling that the distives to military service.
tinction between its work and occasions, notably concerning
When the appropriate day ar- the RAMC was rather fine. Jehovah’s Witnesses, where one
rived one registered either for However I discovered that an could feel an instant hostility.
military service or as a consci- offshoot of the FAU the FRS
The whole book may be read
entious objector; if the latter, or Friends Relief Service was on line at:
one appeared before a tribunal. providing the kind of practical
https://en.calameo.com/read/
The normal alternatives were opportunities of which I might
(i) unconditional exemption (ii) form a part. Some aspects of 00650332730c6ffec73c3
Land Work and (iii) non-com- this, work involved health surbatant duties.
veys, conditions in the shelters
My own tribunal had an extremely fair and understanding
chairman who twice sharply rebuked one of his colleagues for
asking irrelevant questions. I
was given exemption for land
work but an old arm injury
made this impractical for any
length of time. The procedure
in such cases (and Ministry of
Labour officials were very helpful) was technically to break

and involvement in different aspects of family life. During the
air raids, which by then were
fewer but all night affairs, we
helped in the hospitals where
we were based. In lighter ways
as the raids became less frequent I helped with showing
films and organising a dance
band, both of which functioned in the larger shelters.

October 2020
Juliette Chandler
Reflections on the day
For me, today’s Rep Council
has been one of re-imagining.
Johnathan encouraged us to
dream more dreams together
and this is the process we have
begun. We have shared the
ways in which our meetings
have coped with uncertainty
and maintained community and
worship, which many of us
have still found deeply spiritual

despite being physically separated. It also seems clear there is
more to be done, as many meetings have found a challenge in
supporting those who are unfamiliar or uncomfortable with
technology. A discussion that
has stuck with me from my
home group is that our buildings and other landmarks keep
us visible to non-Quakers as
well as each other, and while
they are unavailable to us we
need to find new ways to connect with our wider community.
Both Emily and Robert
brought up how meeting online
has also enabled greater connec-

Dave and Una Lawrence

tion for many of us who may
feel excluded from regular Sunday worship. The ability to
meet other Quakers regularly
and without the constraints of
travel has helped families and
young people in particular feel
that their meeting and the wider Quaker community is accessible in new ways, which is
something that feels essential to
hold on to as we move forward.
As Emily reminded us, we are
all Quakers, not extras, and
each one of us is at the heart of
Quakerism.

Dave and Una Lawrence

Today Una and I heard an unusual autumn sound.

We have Indian friends who follow the Hindu religion.

Walking through the park all was
still, not a breath of wind, silence
and peace.

We sent best wishes to them for
their celebrations this Diwali.
(14th Nov)

Except for the occasional sound
of a large dead colourful leaf falling and landing on the carpet of
leaves beneath its mother tree.
We don't think we've heard that
before... Beautiful ~
But, perhaps we weren't listening...

Their reply ~
Thank you Dave and Una,
Diwali is all about asking for
good health good luck good fortune and good people around one
and brightness and direction towards the light, we wish these all
for you
S and P

Janet Thomas
Having brought a spray of flowers in from the garden towards
the end of this summer, I was
enjoying the beautiful scent of
the wallflowers. In all seriousness I asked my husband " I wonder why there's never been a
perfume called 'Wallflower'?"

John Hall

My birthday present is one such
collection.

In October 1990, ITV broadcast
the Meeting for Worship at Wanstead meeting house which I attended. At the time, it was a very
unusual experience and elders had
deliberated a long time before
agreeing to the broadcast. In the
event, all agreed it a success. It is
interesting to look back and hear
the ministry of Friends 30 years
ago. One very powerful ministry
by a female elder started with the
words, “Before I came this morning, I made the firm decision that
I was not going to minister today
…” so apprehension about going
on record is not a new thing.
On my 84th birthday, early last This was unusual at the time: usmonth, Jacky, my wife of 60 ing modern technology to record
years gave me a 1775 book of the ministry. Occasionally, I watch
ministry in London meetings of the recording and gain from the
well-known Friends such as Rob- ministry
ert Barclay, William Dewsbery
Of course, technology has
and William Penn. At the time,
moved on and we now have the
Friends held two kinds of meetZoom facility which we use, and
ings: public ones at which
many meetings use for blended
weighty Friends ministered for
meetings. In Zoom there are two
hours (on one occasion 7 hours
different facilities for recording
in total!) and “silent” ones for
meetings. Either one can just
Friends similar to the ones we
press the record button on the
have today. At the public meetscreen one is watching, or, if you
ings, it was not unusual for somehave a Pro, Business or Enterone to take down the sermon in
prise account, one can record in
shorthand and then publish it.
Zoom Cloud, i.e., via the Zoom
website. Whichever method is
used, if a meeting is being recorded, everyone in it is advised on
their screens that this is happening. Zoom-Cloud recorded meetings automatically provide
transcripts of the spoken ministry
although they do require editing
for punctuation which is not recorded.
When, many years ago, I heard
that widely dispersed Friends in
remote parts of Scotland were
conducting business Meetings by
telephone conference calls, having experienced only face-to-face
Meetings of Friends around the
world, I was unable to understand how these could be real
Meetings for Worship for
Church Affairs. Now, the pandemic and advances in technology have brought many of us to a
different understanding of our
Meetings, both for worship and
business.

So, this leads us to some almost
inevitable questions. As the recording of meetings has been going on for most of the history of
Friends, should we be doing it
now? Would it be helpful to have
our Meetings for Church Affairs
recorded, perhaps just the minutes? Or would it be helpful for

Writing a minute: Susan Garratt Clerk
to Essex & Suffolk Regional Gathering

the ministry to also be recorded.
I recall a Six Weeks Meeting (the
oldest meeting continually in session since the 17th century which
looks after the buildings of
Friends in what was the London
and Middlesex Quarterly Meeting area) when there was a very
long discussion on a particular
topic with a small group of
Friends holding differing views
to most of the Meeting. The
minute used rapporteur techniques so that most of the ministry was included with the result
that the most vociferous of
Friends in the small group (whose
views were not accepted by the
Meeting) agreed the minute saying, “If that be the minute, then
I am content.” Would it help to
have access to that minute now?
And what about Meetings for
Worship? Have you attended a
Meeting where you would like to
be able to read the ministry later?
Would it help Friends not able to
attend a Meeting to be able to
read the ministry? That, obviously, would not be the same as having been part of the silence but
would it, like reading the sermons
of Friends from 330 years ago,
give us further insight in being a
Quaker?
And if a Meeting is recorded on
Zoom Cloud, should the ministry
then be transposed and the text
circulated to Friends either who
had attended the remote meeting,
or more widely?

The Foreword for a new book
by Peter Thorogood
Andrew Phillips
Peter Thorogood has written a
corker, and I am fortunate to be
asked to write the Foreword.
What gives the book particular
impact is that it is the outcome of
his whole life’s locally embedded
experience, motivated from start
to finish by a sense of the common good. All that derives from
the local life he has always led in
stark contrast to the world of
2020. His insights derive from
total immersion in real life, not
from a selective, totally self-centred existence.
The post-war England in which
both he and I grew up hereabouts
was longingly human in scale and
committed to local life. We had
not all gone through a ghastly
war for nothing, and the shared
experiences of all who fought, imbued them with a collective sense
of identity. Death, after all, is no
respecter of status or wealth and
thus a great equaliser.
It all reinforced the embedded
pre-war neighbourhood culture
and character, where no-one was
no-one. All counted. Even in

post war decades personal reputation, trusting relationships and
mutual obligation between, for
example, local shops and businesses and their customers and
clients were dominant. That was
overwhelmingly true of local
pubs, as this book celebrates.

and vaunting materialism led by
an out of touch metropolitan elite,
spawning horrendous complication and bureaucracy and with it
a local sense of incompetence and
insignificance. And it’s not just
Corona virus.
But Peter’s analysis has an underlying optimism. He points to
a resistant common spirit and
awareness of the common good,
evidenced for example by the
“Sudbury on Show”celebration
every other year, where more
than 150 local voluntary bodies
display their great good deeds.

They were focal points for a
vibrant sense of community, inseparable from fellowship, local
loyalties and familiarity which
embraced more or less everyone.
Shopping was a social as well as
practical experience. It took my
mum ages! Today we suffer from
a rampant impersonality and rootWhat is more, a bevy of others
lesness which more and more gen- have written and are still writing
erate loneliness, mental stress and tributes to what we still have and
declining esteem.
our amazing history, perhaps
We are sure in a mighty fight, unique over a millennium in its
facing an anonymous giantism political and religious independence. Authors such as Ronald
Blythe and Adrian Bell, have
lived and been shaped by local
life, as Peter acknowledges.
All in all the author tellingly balances the contrasting factors in
his rich biographical history of
local pubs,
his acute sense of humour and
profound feel for character, characters and the common good
together producing an invaluable outcome.

After Meeting for Worship on 22 November, I was
asked about the portion of the picture under which
Jacky and I were sitting. This is the whole painting. In
September 1991 we went for a walk in Farndale, North
Yorkshire and walked through this farm. Afterwards
we walked almost to Helmsley (we could walk a long
way in those days) and came across an art dealer who
had this painting of where we had been walking. We
bought it. It is by David Fulford who at the time, was
head of art at Scarborough Sixth Form College but who
now works full-time as an artist, in a very different style.
www.slowlooking.com

or not, or perhaps something
else
Jane Herd
I have become somewhat preoccupied recently on both a personal and professional level
about how we use language
both verbally and in writing
and about what we are really
communicating and saying.
Quakers have a long history
of being careful about how they
use language and the weight
that words and phrases have,
going back to the plain speech
of early Quakers in taking care
to value each other and champion equality in challenging the
hierarchical language of the day.

As we go into another monthlong lockdown in the UK, I had
this said to me at least once every day by friends and family as
if it was a Pandemic mantra.
This got me thinking and this
article is the start of my campaign to banish the mindless
phrase from popping out of our
mouths all over the place.

don’t want to hear, or I can’t
bear to say and if that is so then
at least let us be honest about
this.
I found myself responding to
a family member who trotted
out this well-worn response,
that may be so, but I am allowed my feelings about it.

So next time you find yourself
slipping into the easy route of
a mundane reply I ask you
please to pause. What else could
you say? How about, ‘how do
you feel about that’, or ‘what
So, let me state my case. What does that mean to you’ or ‘is
this pernicious little phrase there anything I can do to help
does is shut down conversation; you’ or all of the wonderful posI’ve got to stay at home for a sibilities that can flow forth if
month, I haven’t seen my elder- one engages both one’s head
ly increasingly frail mother for and one’s heart and doesn’t let
7 months, I haven’t hugged an- our mindless mouth dictate.
yone for the same period, I’ve
This year has been brutal and
only seen some of the people I extraordinary, it has stirred up
love most in the world on a anxiety, grief, longing, loneliscreen over the same period. ness, uncertainty, unity, comAre people really saying to me munity, love, thoughtfulness,
and everyone else that ‘it is courage, and everything in bewhat it is’ is an adequate re- tween. Let us embrace these
sponse to this typical but heart things as we are able to support
wrenching roll call of current each other in the holding of
experience?
them and allow our ears to hear
What this phrase does is shut and our lips to pour forth what
down conversation, it is a full might support each other not
stop to the expression of dis- stop us in our tracks.
Now this may seem a little extreme and given all the things I
could be in action about currently, I am happy if people
think it’s a little odd.

I wish to bring to Friends attention a current and in my
opinion a particular heinous offender, the increasingly ubiquitous phrase ‘it is what it is’.
Having done the obligatory
search engine investigation I
found that the phrase was first
identified in a 1949 American
article about frontier-era living.
However, it seems to have lain
mainly dormant until the 21st
Century when it began to gain
traction in relation to sporting
losses, it is now everywhere and
tress, a dead end to feeling and
2020 seems to be its year.
emotion. It effectively says I

This article appeared in

FRIEND

20 NOVEMBER 2020

The UK government is asking for views
on how it should engage with faith
groups in England, and has invited responses from Quakers and other people
of faith. You can view the background
information or take part using the online
form.

Breakfast with Apollo

THE

should be shared, we don’t have
leaders and chairmen who stay in
post for 20 years. We recognise
Anne Watkinson
that Friends have commitments –
What’s the point of Area Meet- families, work, health issues, doing – do we need it, is it just a mestic problems - but we also recbureaucratic nuisance which has ognise that many have strengths
to be gone through with the least or talents that are not recognised
pain? Many have had the AM or are underdeveloped. So, we
minutes – if you haven’t and have developed a system of nomwant them let me know. I’m not inations, discernment, support
going to give a report. But some and training, with limited terms
things are clear – we are struggling. of service.
When I joined Quakers in the
We know Southern East Anglia
late 60s, I didn’t even consider Area Meeting is small, consisting
AM. I just felt at home in a Meet- of three very small meetings, one
ing for Worship, I was a SQUIF– even without any building and
a single Quaker in the family many Friends who are elderly, ill
with a full-time job. I just went or busy. It is clear that the nomwhen I could. After we moved inations process is not working –
to Chelmsford where I could cy- just look at the difficulty we are
cle, I occasionally stayed on for having to recruit. Covid 19 has
the local business meeting, then just made life even harder in this
called Preparative Meeting. Area that we can’t have face to face
meeting meant leaving the family meetings with people to talk poson Sunday afternoon, but very sibilities through.
occasionally there was something
I looked up Quaker Faith &
I was interested in – when they Practice before I offered to take
had a speaker or wanted to dis- AM through the next year as
cuss an issue of moral or national clerk with Chris Samuel’s help.
importance. This led to me going AM is ‘the primary meeting …to
to the annual meeting in Friends’ develop and maintain a commuHouse realising there was some- nity… a family of local meetings
thing more to the Society than it who gather for worship and spirjust helping me cope with the itual enrichment. It should prothoughts in my head.
vide that balance between

istration, learning, deliberation
and social life which can make its
meetings enjoyable occasions…’
§4.02 – NOT a chore!
So Friends, I want to do some
of this next year and want your
ideas for speakers, discussions,
maybe films or something for the
children. Let’s make Friends put
the dates in their diary because
it’s something to look forward to,
to contribute to. Maybe ‘All day
Saturday’ meetings with a small
bit of business, like mini gatherings? What would make you give
up a Saturday?
We are in danger of losing our
way – maybe we need to consider
laying down SEAQM? Should
we join with other local meetings
to be bigger and have a greater
pool of talent? We certainly
seem to have ‘insufficient resources to form a supportive and effective community’. §4.12 “Being
set in an unsatisfactory routine
‘because we’ve always done this
way’ may be as detrimental to
seeking God’s guidance as throwing our traditions to the wind.
We are enjoined to live adventurously…” §3.03

Continuous lockdown, facemasks and sitting 2 meters apart
will not go on for ever – OK,
much longer than even the most
worship, mutual support, adminpessimistic thought it
would but there is an
opportunity
for
thought by all of us –
what changes would
help, what do we value? We will get a development officer in East
Anglia sometime next
year, not to tell us what
to do but to support us
– but support in what?

We are a Religious Society of
Friends and as such are
a community, a spiritual fellowship. We may
have buildings which
not only serve as
churches for worship
but an outward sign of
what we stand for. Fellowship needs organising, buildings need
maintenance, so we
have to have some sort
of committee structure.
But being Quakers
means that the burden Conference organised by Monthly Meeting [Area Meeting], Diss 1915

Please contact me,
Anne Watkinson on
07947
059279
or
anne@watsnees.co.uk

This item is in preparation for
Jenny Kay, Nominations Com- a full report to the February AM
on the way forward for making
mittee.
appointments without an AM
The Area Meeting is facing Nominations Committee. It has
some hard questions and difficult been in the process of ‘laying itdecisions will need to be made self down’, unable to function as
during 2021.With the appoint- recommended in Quaker Faith
ments made at the November & Practice.
Meeting: AM clerks, eight elders
5 overseers, treasurers and 7 trus- I am asking again for ‘exprestees (2 more than the minimum sions of interest’ from anyone
required), we are well-placed to who might be considering that
address the issues concerning the they could serve the AM as Arfuture of SEAQM at the start of chivist, Newsletter Editor and
now Membership Clerk. Only
the year.

the latter would need to be in
membership. These are all ‘stand
alone’ positions requiring close
contact with, and support from,
others in the AM but not membership of a committee. Work is
building up for the Archivist and
Records Custodian which could
perhaps be shared with an assistant if two could think about taking this on.

ings and a lot of small widely
spread ones.

Some Members from the above
mentioned Area Meetings met
this week (mid November) on
Zoom to hear of progress on the
project, and to hear from and
question three Local Development Workers who have been active elsewhere for the last three
years.

Peter Whiteley

Recruitment will take place
shortly and the hope is to find a
F(f)riend who already lives in the
area (employment law insists that
non friends are equally eligible)
and thus has some familiarity
with the area and our ways. The
The programme has been suc- person should become active
cessful, so Britain Yearly Meeting from next April.
and Woodbrooke have decided
In another article in this Newsto extend the project into some
further areas including East An- letter Anne Watkinson reminds
us of the difficulties we face in
glia.
finding members to fill the roles
The Programme is now known that we need doing, and other Aras Local Development which is ea Meetings are having similar
self explanatory but perhaps problems. Some amalgamation of
lacks the excitement that “Vibran- Area Meetings seems inevitable,
cy” conjured up. I welcomed the as well as us all working on the
original ‘vibrancy’ as it reminded ‘simplification of our processes’.
me of the excitement I vividly My feeling, and I’m not alone in
remember in my early days of this, is that
exploring Quakerism and my
the care of our Meeting Houses
place in it.
by Trustees will be easier in a
The Area Meetings of Southern much larger grouping as is alEast Anglia (us!); Ipswich and ready done in London where the
Diss; Norfolk and Waveney;
grouping is large enough to emThaxted; Mid. Essex; and Cam- ploy a Manager. The new Local
bridgeshire are involved and will Development Officer should be
share the support of a field work- a catalyst for helping us to comer for the next three years. A municate and make progress in
wide field for one worker of these fields.
course, including some big meetSome of you will be aware that
in the last few years there have
been a few “Vibrancy in Meetings” field workers in some parts
of Britain, and perhaps read of
their influence in Quaker News.

If you are interested in any of
the above, please contact me for
further details: 01206 240929,
jjk@millrind.co.uk.

Exciting possibilities, but
change will take some effort of
course!
Some of you are what I call ‘local Friends’ who only know one
Meeting, but I and others have
appreciated a richness derived
from interacting with Friends
over a much wider area.
I know friends for example in
Bury and Hertfordshire from
sharing family camps with them,
and others from the fellowship
of listening to speakers at the
now defunct Quarterly Meetings.
I also have widely scattered
friends from my days with Quaker Workcamps and the Quaker
Youth Theatre. When I visit we
attend their local meeting and
sometimes get out to lunch afterwards. We are a big and stimulating community! I hope more of
you will come to appreciate this.

